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Who can be a Clutch Community Volunteer? 

We are seeking volunteers who embody our core values. The passion of our community is the cornerstone of what 
makes this sport thrive, and we are searching for driven individuals interested in assisting our events to elevate them 
to new heights. If you want to be a part of taking IATC, the IATF, and axe throwing to the next level, then we want you!



Check-in/Axe checking & Scorekeepers - The IATF is putting our game back into the hands of the community 
by recruiting people to participate in score keeping this year. Scorekeepers are needed to run every 
tournament during IATC and will work in small teams guided by an official ref.

You will be greeting competitors as they arrive, checking their axes meet legal specifications, and checking 
them in on the list of registered throwers. This role will be supervised by an official ref.

Interested volunteers must complete the scorekeeper quiz and score 80% or higher. Volunteers are able to try 
the quiz as many times as they want until their score is 80% or higher. The goal of this quiz is to ensure they 
know how to scorekeep, the quiz can be completed in as many attempts as needed.

WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING?

Setup and teardown- Set up will happen on Saturday, June 15 at BATL Pickering in the afternoon after the con-
clusion of Round 2 Day 1 of the Wilson Cup. Jobs will include setting up fencing, putting up signage, moving 
cases, prepping the outdoor bar, and more. You will be working with the IATC team.
Teardown will happen on Sunday, June 16 at the end of Homecoming. Jobs will include folding and stacking 
tables and chairs, clearing empties and garbage, carefully putting away supplies for next year’s IATC, tearing 
down the bar, etc… You will be working with the IATC team.



RULES TO FOLLOW

Rules for scorekeepers: 

Avoid scorekeeping for throwers you have strong personal attachments to 
whenever possible. This will be at the discretion of the ref.
1. Must be sober for the duration of the shift. Volunteers who are 

inebriated will be relieved of their responsibilities and will forfeit the 
rest of their volunteer shifts. They will not receive a volunteer gift bag.

2. Throwers may ask for a second opinion from the Ref. Once the Ref has 
made a call it is final.

Clutch Community Rules:

1. Volunteers agree to follow the IATF Code of Conduct at all times.
2. Volunteers must be sober for the duration of the shift. Volunteers who are inebriated will be relieved of their 

responsibilities and will forfeit the rest of their volunteer shifts. They will not receive a volunteer gift bag.
3. Volunteers who do not show-up for their shift are no longer eligible to be a Clutch Community volunteer. 

They will not receive a volunteer gift bag.
4. Volunteers must wear their volunteer shirts during their shifts.
5. Volunteers may sign up for as many shifts as they like.



CLUTCH COMMUNITY PERKS: 

Gift bags with exclusive swag from our sponsors and vendors
Free IATC Volunteer shirt
Homecoming drink ticket
Meal vouchure
Supporting your fellow throwers and the IATF. Our volunteers are key to the growth and success of our sport.

HOW DO I SIGN UP TO BE A CLUTCH COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER?

Fill out this form HERE to sign up and select what shifts you would like to work. We will contact you to confirm 
your volunteer shifts.

Those signed up to be a scorekeeper will receive the link to complete the scorekeeper quiz.

Thank you for supporting the IATF and axe throwing!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfWsbp8sazhtgsV2d8BuP29zNOgzFOa1BFgGyyXz2nyeZ2xpw/viewform?usp=sf_link

